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5 Foot Triple Rail Wave
Slide
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Short Description

If you‘re looking for a triple rail wave playground slide with a fun design, then this slide is just for you! The
Triple Rail Wave Slide 8ts a 5' deck height and features two bedways, each measuring 16 1/4". One bedway
has a concave design and the other bedway features a convex design. This slide has 3 molded-on slide feet,
with two located at the slide's exit and one located towards the back of the slide. To learn more about this
product, read more in the Description tab below.

Description

If you‘re looking for a triple rail wave playground slide with a fun design, then this slide is just for you! The
Triple Rail Wave Slide 8ts a 5' deck height and features two bedways, each measuring 16 1/4". One bedway
has a concave design and the other bedway features a convex design. This slide has 3 molded-on slide feet
mounting locations, with two located at the slide's exit and one located towards the back of the slide. This
slide is made from durable, roto-molded plastic and is available in a variety of colors.

‡Made from durable, roto-molded plastic

‡Solid, one-piece design

‡For use with 5' (60") deck heights

‡41" W (deck) x 55 1/2" W (exit) x 117" L

‡Features 3 molded-in slide feet mounting locations

‡150 lbs.

‡Does not include installation instructions or mounting hardware

‡Made in Canada

Hardware Pairing

Click the below links to order the below hardware for your slide.

‡Standard Sized Slide Foot (SPI0117) - Order Two Quantity
‡Slide Foot Hardware - Order Three Quantity
‡Deck Mounting Kit - Order Two Quantity

View our slidedrawings to the right under Downloads.
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Additional Information

Includes Installation Instructions? No

Includes Hardware? No

Age 5-12 Years

Deck Height 5'

Material Roto-Molded Plastic

Lead Time 10 Weeks




